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Unsupervised Domain Adaptation

Samples                       of features         and labels          are observed from 
a source domain, distributed according to a density  

Unlabeled samples                  are observed from a target domain, 
distributed according to a density          Unobserved labels in the target 
domain are distributed according to               

Based on      and     , the problem is to obtain an hypothesis          that 
minimizes the target risk                             as measured by a loss function  
                  . (Analogously, the source risk is defined as                           )



Unsupervised Domain Adaptation

‣ As no labels are observed from the target domain, models 
that minimize risk (only) on source domain is biased. 

‣ Two strategies to minimize the target risk: 
1. Importance-weighting 
2. Domain-invariant representation learning



The target risk can be approximated using importance-
weighted samples from the source density as 
                                                  
                                                  
where                          .This is a consistent estimator under 
the following assumption. 

Importance Weighting



Domain-invariant representation learning

Main-idea: Learning feature transformations such that source and 
target domains are approximately indistinguishable 

We say that a representation                         is domain-invariant if                               
                       A common approach is to solve the following problem: 

where                       is the prediction function operating in 
representation space    ,          are empirical distribution 
 



Limitation of domain-invariant representation learning

Example 1. 

Consider transformations                 or                , and prediction 
function                     . Both two solutions have optimal domain-
invariant objective value 0, yet with radically different target risk



Limitation of domain-invariant representation learning

Example 2. 

When label marginal distribution differs between domain and source, with domains 
partially overlap, requiring domain invariance is too strict. In this example, training with 
only source labels is better than domain-invariant learning



Issue Analysis

1. Covariate shift assumption need not hold with respect to the 
representation            , even if it does with respect to X 

(Equality holds for general          only if    is invertible) 



Issue Analysis

2. Domain invariance objective have unnecessary side effects 

Counter-intuitive effects of using density distance metrics for regularizing 
domain adaptation. Despite the fact that sufficient support is satisfied in 
Problem A, typical adaptation bounds are smaller for Problem B.



                                       
                            
                                where 

A new support-based bound



A new support-based bound

                           where 
Notes: 
1. The bound is a middle-ground between importance sampling estimates and upper 
bounds on target risk. Choice of    control the trade offs. 
2. When     is invertible           = 0, but this strong restriction will influence increasing 
the sufficiency of support.  A better    family will be near-invertible.



Future extensions

New algorithm design idea based on the new bound: 

1. To minimize the second term, replace the indicator function with 
hinge loss for more informative derivative 

2. Imposing a reconstruction loss on the representation to control 
the unobservable information loss


